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“If we had not ever seen what lies on
that horizon, then
we would have never
cared…”

The view of an object from aboard a ship at sea is approximately twentyseven miles in any direction, given reasonably calm water and weather conditions. The curvature of the earth comes into account at any distance beyond
that and reduces visibility. The distance of approaching ships or other floating
objects can be thus approximated depending on their size. For example a sailing ship with it’s tall masts or a cargo vessel with its high superstructure will
hove into view at maximum distance. Modern technology has increased the
range at which oceangoing objects can be seen and radar can precisely pinpoint their distances. We have the ability on the missionary sailing ship to see
electronically, out to forty-eight nautical miles. But as important as sight is, perception may supersede it. There is more to be seen than what one might first
imagine...things that must be seen with the heart.
Horizons. We see islands where there are villages and people by the scores
who live at or near points of desperation, physically and spiritually. And that is
under normal conditions. Add to it the periodic blights and storms that are
prominent in this part of the world’s oceans, and there are circumstances of
overwhelming proportion. At present the El Nino effect has brought drought to
the central Philippines. With the scarcity of water the misery of helpless people
is compounded. And then we find those who prey upon such misery, offering to
sell water which hardly anyone can afford to buy. The cases of malnutrition,
disease and hunger break the heart. I wrote last month about Gina who has
since died of starvation. She is only one among so very many. But looking at
these circumstances through spiritual eyes gives greater insight to the cause
and effect of such human dilemmas. The physical aspects are symptomatic of
a greater need...that of the heart of man. I am convinced that in this part of the
world, those who could make the greatest difference in other’s lives will never
do it. If they intended to do so, they would have already. But they will not. That
leaves no choice but for someone else to try. If we had not ever seen what lies
on that horizon, then we would have never cared. And maybe that’s the problem...too many have never seen. Horizons.
God has given us an unprecedented opportunity to go where few in the
western world are able to go and there, to do what most can only imagine doing. And some may say it is unnecessary and it’s too costly. But the necessity is
observed in the numbers of souls one will surely find and the cost is not measured by any of the world’s currencies. Indeed such is greater in any failure to
go since the value of men cannot be calculated but by eternity.
Remote Island Ministries reaches for that broad horizon. Thank you so much
for your help as we go. We need your prayers. We appreciate so much, your
investment of mission dollars. We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter!
—Glen & Summer Knight
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“The high-tech

camera attached
to the little flyer
allows us to see
the green belts
from altitude
above the islands…”

Justin Shaw is a volunteer. He is full time in his work with RIM Nativa. He left a high salary and good
position with a mining company in Cape Town, South Africa to join the missionary effort of Remote Island
Ministries. For a year and a half, he has faithfully served and plans to continue with us. He is the ship’s
First Mate , Safety Officer and tech guru. He is an indispensable member of our ministry team. Please pray
for him and get to know him while he is stateside with us this year!
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“Another aspect of
ministry we feel is important to begin soon
is a mobile training
seminar for indigent
pastors on these remote islands…”

“They lined up quickly at the prospect of receiving a pair of new glasses, smiles and excitement and anticipation of
what was surely a thing that would make a great difference in their lives. Here, a pair for this man and another pair for
that woman, each taking a turn at reading the Bible through suddenly improved vision. And one came...an elderly woman whose eyes had obviously seen much in her time, a new pair of glasses tried for fitting, given and she smiled. One
asked, ‘Mommy, can you read this now?’ to which she replied, ‘No, I see, but I don’t know how to read.’ And in a
moment, all felt her pain. But then she smiled...and everyone laughed.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight
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...Reaching people on the edge!

The photo above shows some of our volunteers on Sunday afternoon, May 23. We
had set the well casing down in the borehole. Other of the volunteers had gone with
Justin, taking our equipment back to the ship while we worked here on the casing.
This was truly a great effort on the part of the local islanders!
-

glenknight.ph @outlook.com

“The volunteers worked without complaint. They put their backs into the job with broad grins and hearty
talk...sweat beading and rolling down naked backs. Barefooted and dirty, without pausing for a break, they
carried on through the hottest hours of the day to help with the project that had mustered their effort. It speaks
well of their character...proud and yet humble, skilled but still willing to learn. These are fathers and sons and
brothers of families who live in desperation, who know this is their opportunity to change things.”
—Memoirs of a missionary, Glen Knight

